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due 27th June

the website for info & changes.

Club News and Information Exchange
Martin’s e-books of The Best of 2015 are
now on the website in 3 volumes!
Vol 1
Vol 2
vol 3

50Mb
43MB
46Mb

***
The topic of panels & collages came up at
Digital Group last week, so for those who've
not found it, here is Martin's tutorial on
Creating print panels in Lightroom.
***
While we are on the topic of printing, can I
please ask ALL members to let me know of
any online or local printing services you use
or have used, and any examples or recommendations. I will be updating the Print
Services information sheet for members, so it
would be very helpful to have lots of member recommendations. This is for any printing, from fine art to canvas to books and gifts.
***
I shall be pulling together ideas from Martin’s talk about ‘doing something’ with your
images, so if you have suggestions, examples
and ideas, please send them to me as well.
***
Have you got ideas for a WCC photowalk or
trip? Why not start planning?
***
Please let me know of any events which
would be of interest to members as photoopportunities or exhibitions etc.
***
Remember to check and edit your membership details. (See Douglas’ email.)
***

Droitwich Canal Walk with WCC
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Drakelow Photo Trip
14 members and guests found their way to the Drakelow Tunnels (despite the lack of signs saying ‘This way
to the top secret bunker’) and had a thoroughly good time, judging by the feedback and the LCE visitors’
reaction! (video) We went round in 4 groups, so had a lot of flexibility. We shall have an e-book of the trip
in July, in the meantime here is a selection of images from some of the participants.
Tessa Mills FRPS says: An original and very enjoyable evening at the Tunnels.
What an amazing place and to be on our door-step! These are some of my
hand-held images where I was using ambient lighting, hoping to show the
conditions for our photography group.
(One is Eric doing a 'Smethwick-Nude-Pose' in the hanging net!)
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Drakelow (2)

Does Eric have a
budding career in
front of the camera?

Tessa Mills FRPS

Three from Ruth Bourne LRPS; one in City 17 style (left) and two
with the toy box (glow sticks, light sabre etc)….
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Mystery Mist and Light Sabres…
Here you are, five images,
'mist series', I'll be delighted
to hear your ideas on this.
Derek (the guide) will agree
that these are in-camera, not
conjured up in Photoshop).
You might have a simple explanation, hope not though.
My father would have said
it's all done by mirrors, but
that would be over 60 years
ago, box Brownie!
mist 1 etc taken at 19:17;55
mist 2 etc taken at 19:18;27
mist 3 etc taken at 19:19;31
mist 4 etc taken at 19:20;15
mist 5 etc taken at 20:01;39

So, both Derek and I were mystified
about how the mist appears in the
image, but not to the eye. And
when we went back later (mist 5,
20:01;39) I took the same shot more-or-less, absolutely clear. My first fear was that I had a sensor problem,
but the 'mist 3' shot is the 180 degree turn, clear, no mist. All my other shots are clear, even the one that I've
subsequently read, (the office by the old clocking station), has been the scene of mysterious mist… Mind you,
the mist shots were taken in tunnel four looking down towards the clocking station - moving mist? Les Bailey

Sadly you don’t get the sound effects of Harry Wilkie’s rather fine light sabre with these lovely shots he
took - from the tunnels - more of these to come in the e-book in July.
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Members’ Images

Just a couple of infrared images taken
on Dartmoor during the recent holiday
Gill and I enjoyed in South Devon.
Clive Haynes FRPS

Commercial
Albelli offer finishes Tuesday.

Enter a free draw to win the full suite of Topaz
editing software.

Remember to check out Midland Fine Arts for
your mount and frame requirements. (They kindly sponsor our programme.) Mention WCC/show
your club ID for discount.

Other News
PAGB News Extra 164
Photography News 32 now out. See p 14 for results of Camera club of the year - shouldn’t we be in it to win
it next year?
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In Praise of London Camera Exchange
A while ago I made the decision to change from my Nikon-based
camera system to a lightweight alternative. I decided upon Sony
as my preferred product range and I recently bought the α6300
with a selection of Sony lenses. This is an advanced camera
system with many outstanding features.
After researching my choice I visited London Camera Exchange in
Pump Street, Worcester where I was very pleased and impressed
by the level of service. Their prices are extremely competitive
with on-line suppliers, indeed they're sometimes better, and of
course, there are no carriage charges. They were able to obtain
the camera and lenses speedily and the product knowledge
shown by the staff was excellent. The opportunity to discuss the
specifications and ask questions was invaluable. Also, being able
to handle the camera to assess lenses and accessories was a great
advantage. I've visited LCE since to buy related items and I
continue to be favourably impressed by the professionalism and
attention of all their staff.
I encourage all members to support LCE as the company fulfils an
essential role for all photographers and we're very fortunate to
have the store in our city.
The camera, by the way, is excellent and I'm delighted with its
handling, performance and results. The pictures that accompany
this piece were all taken
using the fish-eye lens.
They show Vicky Young
(Assistant Manager) with
her colleague Tibi Ion.
This image on the left,
'The

Mechanics

of

the

Church', illustrates the incamera double-exposure
application.
Clive Haynes FRPS
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Diary
26th May Croome - Flog It! comes to Croome and on 28th May Clive Haynes is there to lead a photowalk.
28 & 29 May Prescott Hill Climb La Vie en Bleu weekend - including Bugatti Veyron and the Beast of Turin!
Buy tickets for the Impney Hill Climb before 31st May for discount.
Beetles & Huxley (free) 25 May - 18 June Seizing the Light
Friday 17th June 2016. “ An evening with Simon Butterworth”. Tickets £15.00 from Swan Theatre Box Office.
Former members Jackie and Pete Ager featured in the local news this week.
Their garden will be open on Wednesday 25th May and Saturday and
Sunday June 25 and 26 from 2pm to 5pm as part of the National Gardens
Scheme (NGS). Admission is £3 for adults but free for children and Jacki
will be baking home-made cakes and serving tea/coffee. These proceeds
go to St Richard’s Hospice, Worcester. There is a further open evening on
August 3 from 6pm to 9pm and admission is £4 to include a glass of wine.
Check out the NGS pages for more info and lots more places like this one on 29th May, and if anyone fancies
arranging a group visit, please note that garden owners will sometimes open at additional times for groups.
Further afield, if you’re in the area or fancy a longish day out, I came across this installation, on show to 25th
June at 20-21 Visual Arts Centre (former St John's Church) Scunthorpe. The galleries are open Tuesday to
Saturday, 10am to 4pm. Admission is FREE. Info here.
I checked about photography - here’s the reply. Hi Ruth, we welcome photography in the exhibition, in fact we
will be running a competition to take the best photograph of the exhibition (posted on Twitter or Instagram
#OurColourReflection )! We'll get details up on our website shortly. Liz is very happy for images of her work to be
taken and reproduced as long as they are credited as being of an artwork 'by Liz West', where possibly mentioning
the title of the work Our Colour Reflection (She may however claim copyright on images if she feels they are being
used for commercial purposes and she is not benefiting suitably from this).

Competitions & Exhibitions
The Societies invite everyone who is interested in photography to enter. Win 12 months’ membership to The
Societies of Photographers.
World Wonders - Architectural Splendour - Call of the Wild - In Fashion - Beautiful Portraits
Remember Hanbury Hall photo competition closes 30th September.
Prix de la Photographie Paris Px3 closes 31st May. $20 single picture entry.
Midland Salon closes 27th June.
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